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Do not over tighten.
Do not use power tools to assemble.

Part # LS-CHLOE XX
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<------------ Date of Last Update 

<------------ CAUTION Graphic

Be sure to include “CAUTION” graphic from:
“Compiled Parts for Assembly Instructions” AI �le
 - SERVER LOCATION: P:\__PD TRAINING

Double-check to be sure there are not any special bulbs 
or special instructions/restrictions required for this lamp.

Do not forget to �ll in maximum wattage value in template
“Use XX WATT max.,”

Remove “(or LED equivalent)” statement if not applicable

Part # = Item SKU ------------>

Always use X’s in place of speci�c color codes to make 
“one size �ts all”

FONT = MYRIAD PRO ; BOLD ; 12 pt. 

Assembly Steps ------------>

Step Numbering  FONT = MYRIAD PRO ; BOLD ; 12 pt.

*keep step numbers on same vertical or horizontal plane when possible

Use dashed lines when showing where each hardware piece is 
supposed to go/pass through

*IF THE LAMP IS A SIMPLE DAISY-CHAINED LAMP,
A PARTS LIST MAY NOT BE NECESSARY*

FONT = MYRIAD PRO ; BOLD ; 28 pt. ; Proper Case
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“Do not over tighten. Do not use power tools to assemble.” graphic
“www.LumiSource.com” web address

CAUTION
For indoor use only. Keep out of reach of children and animals. Place on �at surface and away from �ammable materials. 

Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord, plug or cable. Keep cord away from heated and/or damp areas. 
Use 150 WATT max. (or LED equivalent), Type A E26 Bulb only.
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Do not over tighten.
Do not use power tools to assemble.

Part # LS-TRIDENT XX+XX
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Double-check to be sure there are not any special bulbs 
or special instructions/restrictions required for this lamp.

Do not forget to �ll in maximum wattage value in template
“Use XX WATT max.,”

Remove “(or LED equivalent)” statement if not applicable

Part # = Item SKU ------------>

Always use X’s in place of speci�c color codes to make 
“one size �ts all”
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Assembly Steps ------------>
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*keep step numbers on same vertical or horizontal plane when possible

Use dashed lines when showing where each hardware piece is 
supposed to go/pass through

*IF THE LAMP IS A SIMPLE DAISY-CHAINED LAMP,
A PARTS LIST MAY NOT BE NECESSARY*
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“Do not over tighten. Do not use power tools to assemble.” graphic
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CAUTION
For indoor use only. Keep out of reach of children and animals. Place on �at surface and away from �ammable materials. 

Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord, plug or cable. Keep cord away from heated and/or damp areas. 
USE 120V~60Hz,40watt(or LED equivalent), Type B only.
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